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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.9 

 

General 

� AFOG-8TEA98 - A message about missing user rights was displayed when you changed to a company data 
base that had results in the Agent Results. MONITOR Agent is a supplement to MONITOR. 

� BKNN-8TXBNZ - There were problems with embedded web component on the Start Page because of 
limited rights to access certain websites. 

� AFOG-8TXCAN - Warning messages in tooltip format in Monitor Backup were cut when using Windows 7 
and Windows 2008 or newer operating system on the server. 

� SOLN-8U5CYZ - The Printer dialogue box didn’t support the languages French and Portuguese. 

� MZEL-8UKFMS - The Portrait/Landscape orientation didn’t work when you used AutoPrint in the supplement 
Document Viewer. Linked documents were always printed in the format portrait. 

� SOLN-8ULAAY - AutoRuns of form printing procedures got stuck on a message box if several e-mails should 
be sent at the same time. 

� AFOG-8UTKVK - News: Now we have implemented support for multiple character sets, so that eg Cyrillic 
and Chinese characters can be handled by SQL scripts. 

Manufacturing 

� BSAN-8MDHXW - If you had selected Planned/Reported price type for incorporated S-parts and also 
selected Post-calculate latest order in the Post-Calculation procedure, could the values displayed on the 
S-parts tab (on screen) and the printout differ. 

� BSAN-8SMJSN - If you used Cost factor exceptions in the Preparation, distributed price was incorrectly 
saved from the Post-Calculation Selection procedure if you had selected current Cost factors. In the 
Price field that you had selected to save to was the price calculated on existing exceptions on the Work 
center saved, while the price in the calculation register (the button Saved calc...) was based on regular 
Cost factors. 

� SSTG-8UHCUB - When you placed Structure orders with alternate preparations, the Main parts Part status 
was used for Status terms on incorporated M-parts operations- and material rows. 

Purchase 

� FPEN-8HSAX9 - Saved Default values weren’t loaded automatically in the Order Confirmation 
Reminders and Delivery reminder procedures. 

� KFTM-8Q7D9A - If you change the prices in the Order link tab in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure so the prices will differ from the Purchase order, the prices will be in red in the Authorize 
Supplier Invoices procedure. 

� LREM-8SMHED - When linking Subc. Orders in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure, a program error 
could occur if the Manufacturing order was replanned and the planned quantity on the Subcontract 
operation was 0. 

� BKNN-8SVBYC - The window for displaying invoices in Electronic Invoice Management (EIM), didn’t update 
the number of pages on invoices with a loading error. 

� BKNN-8SZD3J - Payment files to the bank could be stopped when you used SEPA payments in Finland. This 
error occurred if you had entered Bank name and Bank address in the International payment button in the 
Update Supplier procedure and then deleted this information. 
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� LAHM-8TFH82 - This modification is only for systems used in Poland. When making payments with the 
payment method LBI, a row with post type 72 with information about bank account for bank charge is 
added in the payment file. The Bank account will be taken from the Company Info procedure. 

� SSÖG-8THBQM - If you used MONITOR-to-MONITOR and dragged and dropped the XML-file to confirm the 
Purchase order, the part wasn’t found even if the suppliers’ part number was registered in the parts 
Supplier links. 

� ÖBRN-8TMCPG - News: The system supports the Lithuanian standard to provide information regarding 
Taxation code and the company's Customer number when making LB-payments to the state (Contribution 
to the state). The company’s Customer number shall be entered in the field "Our customer number" in the 
Update Supplier procedure. Charge code shall be entered in the field "Reference number" in the Register 
Supplier Invoice procedure. Adaptation 193 has to be activated in the system to be able to enter Charge 
code for supplier invoices. If this adaptation is missing in the system, please contact Monitor 
Industriutveckling AB. 

� SSTG-8TNFS7 - The order status on a new added order row wasn’t set to 2 Printed when you made the 
printout from the Register Purchase Order procedure. 

� KFTM-8TQFBN - The information about who had authorized a supplier invoice was missing if you used pre-
coding. 

� FOHN-8TWBUJ - When you used fixed order number for purchase orders, existing partly delivered Purchase 
order rows could be reset to not delivered when new purchase order suggestions were generated to new 
order rows in the existing order.This could occur in the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure.  

Sales 

� LJON-5YPJ62 - If you had the cursor on the last row on the invoice in the Register Invoices Directly 
procedure and you deleted the row, the cursor jumped up two rows when you had saved. 

� CSIG-8T8FSA - If you added a type 4 row manually in the Register Invoices Directly procedure, 1 pcs of 
the quantity was deducted from the next order row when you made the delivery reporting. 

� SSÖG-8T8J6B - When you made delivery reportings, automatically added Alloy cost rows of the type 
Service row got incorrect VAT-code. 

� KFTM-8TECFP - MONITOR would shut down with a program error when you tried to set-off a supplier 
invoice against a customer invoice in the On Account Payments / Set-offs procedure. 

� LREM-8TQLVM - The Invoice Basis procedure displayed incorrect amount if you had changed the amount 
manually on a Customer order with an Invoicing plan. 

� FOHN-8TRCR3 - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you made an import of a Quote with 
Fictitious parts in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

� FOHN-8TRD8W - The supplier’s name was missing on the small box EDI Transport Label. 

� ÖBRN-8TWCHX - News: Now it’s possible to match payments in Finland by using the PlusGiro tab in the 
Payment Matching procedure. Previously it was only possible to match these payments by using the 
Bank giro tab. 

� ÖBRN-8TXLP5 - News: Now it’s possible to display reference number (KID number) on the EDI invoice 
forms in Norway. 

� AFOG-8U6GKR - Now a message will be displayed if the Shipment number already is used, if you chose to 
save again, the program will find the next available Shipment number that can be used in the Print 
Shipping Documents procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8UACKF - The VAT column was incorrectly placed to the left on the EDI invoice form and the EDI 
comprehensive invoice for Polish systems. 

� SSÖG-8UBJ92 - When you imported delivery schedules in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure 
and didn’t have the Setting for automatic deduction activated, the lag row was put first even if it already 
existed a call with the same date. 
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� FOHN-8ULC7F - The EDI Order Import List procedure looped when the import did not have the 
customer’s order number. 

� FOHN-8ULNPJ - A saved shipment based on a delivery note containing at least two orders and the same 
delivery note number where an order was undone, delivered again with a new delivery note number, 
couldn’t be registered on the same shipping document with a new delivery note number. This error 
occurred in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� AFOG-8UXBNC - EDI Advice in XML format to Unifaun can not handle empty data for <Booking Id> and 
<Booking Office> in<booking> so these values will no longer be sent in the advice. 

� SSÖG-8UXH57 - It wasn’t possible to display Current delivery schedules in the Order Inflow procedure if 
the adaptation no. 82 was missing in the system. 

Inventory 

� KJAN-8TUB2H - When you made Requirement Calculation/Run Netting, some suggestions could be created 
with an unnecessarily long delivery time when you didn’t allow to Create order suggestions in past time. 
This error occurred if the shortage was within the parts lead time and there was no sufficient refill later 
within the lead time. 

� JLIN-8U3G2V - The Requirement Calculation procedure could display Parts with shortage against the 
Safety stock even if orders already was made to cover the shortage. 

� JLIN-8UTCYS - A program error occurred in the Refill Pick Location procedure when you reported refill in 
the cases where the system selected location and the Part on the location had a long Batch number (more 
than 20 characters). 

Workshop Info 

� JLÖR-8U4GYY - The Planning Board procedure didn’t display any charts if there were too much data to 
calculate. 

Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8UAHGF - Incorrect value was displayed in the column Basis in the Print VAT Report, list type 
Basis for Input VAT in Norwegian systems. Transactions registered without VAT was also included in the 
value. 

General Settings 

� FPEN-8U3CUZ - You couldn’t purge Customer orders to a historical data base in the Purging Procedures. 

Product Configurator 

� CSIG-8TJBTJ - In the Configuration window wasn’t the Alternate selection text translated to the language 
on the order. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


